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Objective

Seeks to obtain a challenging position in a high-quality engineering environment company to use 
knowledge and experience gained thus far to solve real-world problems in the field of engineering 
and become a valued member of the team.

Skills

Autocad, Design, Production.

Work Experience

Mechanical Draftsman
ABC Corporation  2000 – 2013 
 Developed detailed design drawings of Hoffman filtration equipment and associated hardware

according to customer specifications and sketches.
 Developed bills of material showing part number, part name, and quantity for each assembly 

drawing, sub-assembly drawing, and detailed working drawing.
 Drafted detailed multiview drawings of high voltage switch equipment, castings, machined 

parts, and fabricated steel equipment showing layout, surface areas, dimension, radii, 
clearances, tolerances, location of holes, and other engineering data.

 Developed various types of lighting equipment for use in the mining industry.
 Drafted machined parts and castings showing various engineering data.
 Interact with Sales Department to obtain design data from customers.
 Made Master manufacturing drawings using company standard and customer data.

Mechanical Draftsman
Delta Corporation  1998 – 2000 
 Responsible for layout of air supply grills, air system sizing, vents and supply ducts, location 

of air handlers and equipment to code Produced .
 Interact with Sales Department to obtain design data from customers.
 Make Master manufacturing drawings using company standard and customer data.
 Make manufacturing drawings for various components to give to suppliers for price quote.
 Provide assistance to production department in understanding drawings and helping them 

with all mechanical needs.
 D and 3D mechanical detailing and light design.
 CMM programming and operation, using OpenDMIS software.

Education

Diploma - 2000(Westmoreland County Community College - Youngwood, PA)
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